SUPPLY LIST – STEPHANIE LANE:
Supply list:
BIRCH PANELS PROVIDED for a supply fee of $20 per student
Flat paintbrush (Size 8, 10 or 12 (I like ones that are about 3/4 inch to an inch wide)cheap is okay. My favourite is liquitex brand or Michael's brand. Dollar store ones are
too cheap and they shed)
Soft Rubber Brayer such as Speedball brand (2-4 inches long - I get mine from Delta
Paints or Colours Paint store)
Gloves if you don't like getting your hands dirty with paint
Stencils if you have them (artist will bring her stash if you don't have any)
Baby wipes
Make-up pads for applying foundation - will use these to blend colours (dollarama has
them)
Black Stabilo Pencil or Aquarelle Pencil (art supply store)
Small jar of india ink (art supply store)
Toothbrush
razor blade
Fineline Applicators Cap Needle Applicators (art supply store or Amazon)
Spray bottle (dollarama)
chalk pastels if you have them, instructor will bring some and we may not all use them
skewer or toothpick or old fork or plastic fork (instructor will bring some too)
Tissue paper (artist will bring, but if you have any you like, bring it along)
Lids for mark making (artist will bring for everyone)
Apron
shop towels
Bring your camera phone if you have a phone
Paints and mediums: (Artist will be using Golden Paints for all top layers of painting, and
it is required to have quality paints such as Golden for top layers. For Maximum results,
use Golden Paints)
Inexpensive Paints for bottom layers - bring what you have, artist will bring hers as well
- colours don't matter as much on bottom layers
Golden Paints can be found at all Fine Art Stores, and some Michaels, but Michaels has
a limited selection and are usually more expensive)
Payne's Grey in fluid acrylic or regular (Golden Brand)
Quinachrodone Nickel Azo Gold in fluid acrylic or regular (Golden or Holbein, Golden
Recommended)
Titanium White in fluid acrylic or regular (Golden)
Turquoise (Phtalo) in fluid acrylic or regular (Golden)
Carbon Black (small bottle) of fluid acrylic (must be Golden brand, no exceptions)
Cadmium Red Medium in fluid acrylic (must be Golden brand)
Any other colours you would like to bring
Satin Glazing Medium (Golden Brand)
Matte medium (artist will bring for everyone)

